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A Division of The Nelson Paint Company
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High Level/ Tournament Grade
ANARCHY®
* The best paintball period!
* Pearlized shell

* Designed for rapid fire +30/sec, no chopping
* Seam designed to enhance flight trajectory
* Most heavily used Nelson tournament ball
* Thick-No wipe fill
* 100% All PEG fill

SPECIAL FORCES®
* Elite tournament grade
* Originally designed for military training
* Metallic shell simulates ammo casing
* Designed for rapid fire +30/sec, no chopping
* Extreme accuracy
* Clear Shell/Clear Fill available for training
* 100% All PEG fill

Mid-Level/ Woodsball
Grade
HEMORRHAGE®
* Consistent shell performance

* Lowest price tournament paint
* Designed for fast fire +20/sec, no chopping
* Neon shell with neon fill
* 100% All PEG fill

NELSPLAT®

* Breaks on target, not in barrel
* Field Grade/Woodsball
* Two toned - half silver shell
* Five bright colors-including RED
* 100% All PEG fill

Nelson Paintballs
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Entry Level/ Field Grade
DREAD®

* Field Grade/Woodsball
* Virgin Shell
* Available in three colors including white
* Lowest priced field grade
* 100% All PEG fill

HOTSPOT®
* Recreation grade
* Blended shell
* Consistent size and shape for quality shells
* 100% All PEG fill
History of Nelson Paint Company
Evan and Charles Nelson not only co-founded The Nelson Paint Company, they also invented the paintball! The Nelson Paint Company
started in 1940, originally serving the forestry market by producing premium tree-marking paints. In response to the challenge foresters
faced with marking trees in hard to reach places, the brothers invented a paint pellet that could be shot out of a gun. The original pellet had an
oil-base paint fill, in order to leave a long-lasting mark on the tree. Foresters used the pellets to mark trees, ranchers used the pellets to mark
livestock, and eventually people marked each other with it. As pellet marking became a more regularly played game, Charlie Nelson created
a washable paint pellet that allowed for easier cleanup. Paintballs have since taken on a life of their own and the sport of paintball is now
played internationally.
Nelson Paint Company produces paintballs in various calibers including, but not limited to, 6mm, .40, .43, .50, .62 and .68 caliber. Nelson
still manufactures the original oil-based paint pellet used in forestry and animal marking, and also now offers a line of ScentBurst®
products used as an animal attractant for hunting and a line of deterrent scents for nuisance animals. Nelson Paint Company has also
developed the Deter-it® Less Lethal line of projectiles used to compel deterrence of undesired behavior in humans and animals; these
projectiles can be used on a suspect or in deterring animals at a fraction of the cost of other available less lethal projectiles on the market.
Nelson Paint Company specializes in custom encapsulation in many sizes and products including, but not limited to, industrial chemicals,
herbicides, lubricants, adhesives and scents. Nelson is always open to custom encapsulation and welcome people to contact us about their
encapsulation project.
The Nelson Paint Company takes great pride in the fact that we invented the paintball and forest-specific paints. We continue to produce
some of the highest quality paints on the market and through our dedication to research and development will continue to manufacture
innovative paint products.

We were the first, we are still the best and OUR paintballs are

MADE IN AMERICA!
Nelson Paint Company, One Nelson Drive, Kingsford, MI 49802
1-800-236-9278/ www.nelsonpaintball.com

